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Our Experiences on March 11
~As Iwateans~

The Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami struck on March 11, 2011. Foreigners often need support and information in their own languages, and are seen as a group particularly vulnerable to natural disasters. On the other hand, by observing foreigners support and be supported by their families and friends, we can catch a glimpse of a multicultural society in action. In this special edition, we have gathered the earthquake and tsunami experiences of foreign residents of Iwate who have forged deep bonds to their community and to residents in their region.

Discussion Session—Natural Disasters and Foreigners in Iwate

We asked about the experiences of the foreigners who helped distribute information in their native language on the internet and radio, and who took questions directed at the International Center from Japan and internationally.

-Please tell us some of the questions you received from other foreigners and the information you distributed on the radio.

Smith: There were some people who wanted to return to their own countries but couldn’t speak Japanese well, so they wanted me to help with those procedures. Seeing everyone leaving for their own countries made me lonely and progressively more anxious.

Zheng: I broadcast information on the radio about the status of the tsunami and aftershocks. I also gave information on public transportation and necessary public utilities and lifelines. Calls asking about the safety of loved ones came to the International Center from both within Japan and from China.

Smith: I’m glad there was information on the radio regarding necessary supplies for the refuge shelters.

Zhou: I had a phone call from someone who told me they couldn’t return a book they had borrowed, but I figured they were just lonely and needed someone to talk to.

Xi: There were a lot of things people could rely on, and the Iwate International Association homepage was one of those lifelines. Also there were sites like individual embassy homepages.

-There seems to be foreigners that do not know about the existence of the Iwate International Association. What are some ideas for solving that?

Hall: You should cooperate with companies who hire foreigners, and hand out pamphlets about the Association. Maybe at orientations, companies can talk about how there is this association in Iwate to help…

Smith: They may know there is an International Association, but they may not know what it is for or what they do.

Hall: They help out with so many things. People who can’t speak Japanese very well, people in trouble – they should all contact the Association more often. However, those people usually have a small network, so they just aren’t aware of it. For example, how about locating foreign brides who come to Japan with low Japanese ability and sending them some information?

-Are there countermeasures against natural disasters or evacuation shelters in your country?

Xi: There aren’t any shelters. Most of the time we gather in town squares.

Hall: For places that get tornadoes, some houses will have a basement where you can take shelter. When Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans, people took...
refuge in an arena. I think there is a system in place for evacuating from dangerous areas.

Smith: There are many wildfires in the south of Australia, so we have many systems in place. You can receive information by cell phone, and information is broadcast from neighborhood speakers. The Fire Department will publish magazines and the like every year and give them to everyone.

-What did you do after the earthquake? Did you learn anything from the experience?

Zhou: I listened to the hand-powered radio I finally got my husband to buy after bugging him about it so many times.

Hall: I took refuge in the gymnasium of Morioka’s Third High School for about 2 days. Everyone brought things like kerosene and food to share, so I had no trouble.

Zheng: I live in government housing, so I stayed with another CIR. The Prefectural Office has its own source of power, so we stayed in the office until midnight, and the next day we broadcast tsunami and earthquake information on the radio.

Xi: I had previously translated a prefectural disaster pamphlet into Chinese which outlined what to do in an earthquake. Even though I translated it myself, I didn’t pay too much attention to it, so I didn’t prepare things necessary for evacuation. I definitely need to prepare the minimum just in case another disaster occurs.

Hall: Before, when I looked at the signs for evacuation sites, I wondered why we needed such places. But after the earthquake I realized that it was for times like this. We are pretty lucky. We have a network with fellow residents, and a lot of friends who will help us out. But I wonder what some foreigners who have just arrived in Japan, or cannot speak Japanese, or who have few friends did during the quake.

Smith: Before the disaster, there were some other people who lived in my apartment complex who I would say hello to, but they would never respond. After the quake, I bought a ton of rice so I asked them if they needed any. They said thank you, and ever since then, when they buy things like milk, they’ll bring it to me, and they’ve started to say hello to me. They probably didn’t know I could speak Japanese, and were too nervous to say hello before.

-There are times when people won’t say hello even if we are both Japanese, so it’s nice that you had this opportunity to talk with them. What other things do you think are necessary?

Hall: Information about when utilities would return, when food will be distributed again. They told us on the TV not to purchase things in bulk – no panic buying – but if you don’t know Japanese you’ll have no idea when things will return to normal.

Smith: People wanted to volunteer - stuff like sending rescue supplies and helping with the cleanup. But you need Japanese for volunteering, so those who can’t speak Japanese just get in the way. People who didn’t have cars or a large social network didn’t know what to do. It would be nice to have some information for foreigners living in Morioka on how they can help.

Wrapping Up
Regardless of nationality, regardless of race – what is most important during a time of crisis? During a time of trouble? When you want to start something? It seems there are some clues within this discussion. Readers: what have you been thinking since the disaster, and what sort of things did you do?
The Iwate International Association During the Disaster

The International Association confirmed the safety of foreign residents and researched support programs for survivors, along with providing answers to questions. Along with the people interviewed in the group discussion, we had Huayue Cui, Kinka Kameda, Zhi Lu, Amanda Krips, and David Rutella help with radio broadcasting, interpretation, and translations.

Phonecalls
- Safety confirmation of residents for family, friends, and acquaintances
- Information on volunteering
- Liaison with embassies and consulates
- Requests for interpreters
- Dealing with foreign media
- Methods for getting out of Iwate
- Information of hotels
- Methods for returning home and arranging airplane tickets

“When there was a rush of foreigners trying to return to their countries, I think it must have been difficult to make sure there were people left to help the returners out. I think it’s important to create a foreigner emergency volunteer network that can provide multilingual services.” (Cui)

“There are many foreigners who are all alone and can’t speak Japanese very well, so we need to contact them about their safety, emotional counseling, and other information exchange. I think it would be a good idea for the association to have an internet-based discussion session.” (Lu)

Internet

We posted support information for survivors on the association homepage, and also conveyed information using Twitter and Facebook.
- Transportation information
- Medical and welfare information
- Payment of utilities
- Information about scholarships
- Multilingual consultation
- Charity money consultation
- Volunteering information
- Driver’s license and passport renewal procedures

“You only need to search on the internet to find us, so even people from overseas could see the information provided by the association. If you can talk to someone on the phone who speaks the same language as you, you’ll feel much more relieved when you ask for information and consultation. Maybe mental and emotional care is necessary for those giving the consultation and information as well.” (Kameda)

Radio

We were able to secure airspace at NHK Morioka, IBC Iwate, and FM Iwate to broadcast information in English and Chinese until March 30th.
- Warnings and advisories regarding aftershocks and tsunami
- Intra-prefectural transportation information
- Procedures for those who have lost passports, driver’s licenses, and/or bank books
- Phone numbers for multilingual consultation services

“I broadcast information such as to stay away from the ocean and rivers, along with information on blackouts and water distribution. Aftershocks continued even on air, so I worried about those living on the coast.” (Krips)

“I would have liked to help out more, but there was a time limit on the English section of the news. Overall, I think it was pretty good, but some information could have been more succinct.” (Rutella)

Newsletters

We printed newsletters on survivor support and consultation services, and distributed them to shelters and international associations on the coast.

We printed a special temporary edition of jien go, the Association newsletter, in Japanese, English, and Chinese.

Visiting the Affected Areas

As soon as public transportation services started up again on March 18th, we entered the affected areas.

- Refuge shelters
- Municipal Social Welfare Associations / Disaster Volunteer Centers
- Tokai Shimpo Newspaper
- Disaster FM Station
- Confirming evacuation statuses of foreigners
- Talking with foreigners
- Requested the media to distribute information regarding the association’s foreigner support system
- Distributing information from embassies
- Informing foreigners about multilingual broadcasts

Distributing hand-powered radios donated from Oxfam-Japan to foreign residents and affected areas
Experiences of Foreign Residents on the Coast

How did foreign residents of the coast react when the disaster struck, and what are they feeling now? We asked three people: Misaki Kinno, who took refuge in Morioka from Miyako, Victor Kochaphum, a resident of Tanohata who took refuge in Miyako, and Maria Teresa Hosoya, a resident of Rikuzentakata who volunteered after the disaster.

Disaster at 7 months pregnant—and then comes baby

Misaki Kinno gave birth to a 6lb 11oz (3030 grams) baby girl on June 7th in Morioka. Misaki’s husband Kaname named her Yuri, hoping that his baby girl would grow up to be as kind as her mother.

On the day of the March 11th earthquake and tsunami, Misaki was at the dentist in Miyako with her in-laws. The appointment was for 2:30, and the earthquake struck just as she sat down in the dentist’s chair. The dentist’s office was in a high place, so they waited for the aftershocks to stop. That night, they evacuated to a nearby government building. Her husband Kaname was in Kamaishi for work. She received a cell phone email from him directly after the quake saying, “Run away now!” but she could not contact him after that. It was five days before they reunited.

The Kinno family house was swept away by the tsunami, but the entire family was safe. Misaki’s parents in China contacted her by email, but phone calls would not go through. It took around 10 days to finally hear their voices. “You’re an only child so you go at your own pace,” said her father. “So I was so worried you wouldn’t evacuate in time. I searched for you on the internet, but there was no way to contact you. I was so afraid you had died.”

Misaki was 7 months pregnant when the disaster struck. She wanted to return temporarily to China as soon as possible, but remained in Japan because she worried about her health and the difficulty of getting to China. After she had moved to three different evacuation centers, she moved to employee housing in Morioka at the beginning of the May holidays. In the first few days after the disaster, there were days where she would only receive one rice ball as food rations – not nearly enough nutrition. Her husband asked her everyday if their baby was still moving inside of her. Their neighbors in the refuge center made sure she got enough nutrition.

Even though she had planned on giving birth in a hospital in Miyako, she ended up having to switch to a Morioka hospital. Luckily she had her Mother & Child Handbook with her so there was no problem with the paperwork, and she looked forward to a safe birth. “The staff at the obstetrician’s office prepared everything I needed for the birth and my baby, and I’m so thankful for that,” said Misaki.

In the year since she had arrived in Japan, Misaki experienced pregnancy, an earthquake and tsunami, and the birth of her daughter. She is currently learning the ropes of being a new mother. Misaki and her daughter Yuri, who will inherit both Chinese and Japanese cultures, want Iwate to remain their home forever.

Misaki Kinno arrived in Japan in August 2010, and married Kaname Kinno of Miyako, a self-employed businessman. Before coming to Japan, she studied Japanese for two years while working. Originally from Dalian, China, she is 24 years old.

▲ Misaki and Yuri, at one and a half months old
I want to support all of Japan

Victor Kochaphum

Victor was born in Thailand, and at two years old, he and his family moved to San Francisco, USA. He started studying Japanese in college, and was an exchange student in Kyoto for one year. Currently, he is an ALT in Tanohata, and is 29 years old.

March 11th

“That day, I was eating lunch with a friend in Miyako who was planning on returning to his country. The earthquake struck as we were paying.” Victor had grown up in San Francisco, so he had already experienced very strong earthquakes. “There had been a large tsunami warning transmitted to my cell phone. My friend wanted to evacuate to his apartment right by the ocean, but I told him we needed to go for high ground.”

They evacuated to the grounds of an elementary school on high ground, and watched footage of Miyako being overcome by the tsunami waves on his tiny cell phone screen. “At that time my phone ran out of batteries, so we didn’t know the waves had gone over the seawall. I didn’t want to believe it.” The roads to Tanohata were blocked preventing his return home, so he went to a Japanese friend’s house to stay. Along with his friend’s Namibian wife and friends from England, the Philippines, and Australia, they took refuge for five days.

Fear of the Nuclear Accident

There were many people who returned to their countries after the nuclear situation worsened in Fukushima. However, “I had very strong ties to the Miyako region so I didn’t want to go home. I knew that it was important to support my friends in a time like this.” In the three years he had lived in Japan, Victor had made many friends through various activities. “My parents told me to come home because they were hearing a lot of incorrect information flying around. I told them about the situation and managed to persuade them that I was safe and they didn’t need to worry.”

To Kobe

Three weeks after the disaster, Victor received information from friends in Kansai that there were supplies left by a returning ALT in the Kobe Board of Education. “It took me 16 hours on April 15th to drive to Kobe.” It surprised him that, “in Iwate, there were no convenience stores open and no supplies, but once I crossed into Niigata things looked like normal.” Why did he go all the way to Kobe? “I wanted to let my friends know that I was alright. I wanted to see for myself that places outside of Tohoku were safe.”

He heard on the news that refuge centers needed more supplies, and decided to bring them from Kobe.

Moving Forward

“Everyone I know has prepared a disaster bag because there’s always a chance a disaster will strike again. We still can’t believe what’s happened. We’ve managed to get through day by day, but we still haven’t gotten over the fear.” Victor is quite skilled at Japanese, but during the crisis he had a difficult time understanding emotional or deep subjects. It left him frustrated. “There are students whose families that were killed. I wanted to be able to understand their fears and sadness. Even if they look okay, they’re dealing with a lot of turmoil inside.”

At the end of July, Victor returned home for a short time. The first thing he wanted to do was, “give my mom a hug. I couldn’t talk to her for four days after the disaster, she was so worried she cried.”
What I can do

Maria Teresa Hosoya

Maria Teresa was the first Filipina woman to get married in Rikuzentakata. She is 45 years old, with one son in high school, one daughter in middle school, and one daughter in elementary. Kesen dialect is naturally sprinkled within her speech. Maria Teresa, with her volunteering name tag

A Mother With Twelve Family Members

Maria Teresa lists the Japanese dishes she cooks regularly. “I can make nishime (a special style of boiled vegetables). I can add an ajitsuke egg to chawan mushi (an egg pudding like mixture), and top it off with some pickled vegetables,” she says cheerfully. She started a Japanese language class when she first arrived in Rikuzentakata 17 years ago, figuring that foreign residents are only going to increase. At the time, she did not know one single other foreigner, but her neighbors all kindly told her to keep working hard. She said she learned how to cook from her mother-in-law. Along with the seven members of her family, they took in five friends of her mother-in-law after the quake. Maria Teresa says she made food for 12 people every day. “It was difficult because I had to live with people who weren’t my family, but I did my best.”

On the day of the earthquake, Maria Teresa watched the tsunami from the high ground in which her house was located. “White foam floated in the distance until it slowly surged closer and closer and formed a giant black wall of water. It was so scary.” Her friend’s house and the company where she worked part-time were swept away. Luckily, her husband, who was working at a construction company, was safe, along with her three children and her in-laws. Her son quit his club activities after the quake and started volunteering.

I want to work hard for Japan

Maria Teresa lost her part-time job and her husband’s company was destroyed, leading them to worry about how they would pay for their children’s education. Maria Teresa enjoyed cooking, so in order to increase her job qualifications, she decided to get a cooking license. Additionally, she was concerned about her Filipino friends who had been affected by the disaster. “I certainly wanted to return temporarily to the Philippines, but I would rather stay here and work hard with everyone else.”

Volunteering

“Because so many people helped me when I first arrived in Japan, I knew I had to do my best after the disaster to do all I could to help the survivors.” Maria Teresa registered as a volunteer soon after the disaster at a volunteer center. Some of her volunteer activities include visiting retirement homes and refuge centers, assisting with debris clean-up, and distributing supplies. “My mother-in-law is in our house so I can work until 3 in the afternoon.”

On May 13, there was a long-awaited gathering of Filipinas who live in Rikuzentakata and Ofunato. (Maria Teresa is in the left of the front row)
“Sundance,” a restaurant on Odori Street in Morioka, is a popular spot among foreign residents. During the confusion right after the earthquake and tsunami, many foreigners gathered there and shared information with each other. Everyone’s gathering spot was also a place people could count on in times of trouble.

“What is the most important thing to you? How important are you to the people around you? I realized many things after the disaster. I was happy that so many people supported this restaurant in the emergency,” says the owner of Sundance, Hitoshi Mizumoto. This restaurant carries the atmosphere of a European pub and is very popular among foreigners. They feel free to come in at any time, chat with many different people, and broaden their social network. Relying on their “gathering place,” many foreign residents gathered here after the disaster.

“Once electricity came back, I turned the lights on in the restaurant so I could clean up, and that’s when my regular foreign customers came in one by one. It wasn’t so much to get something to eat or drink, but more because they wanted information, and they didn’t want to be alone.”

At first, Mizumoto thought opening up the restaurant at a time like this would be insensitive, but he realized that the foreigners coming by were worried and upset. “The thing I can do is to make a place for everyone,” he thought, deciding to reopen the restaurant. As soon as he did, Japanese and international volunteers gathered and turned Sundance into an information-sharing hotspot.

On the other hand, fears escalating over the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear disaster caused many foreigners to return to their native countries. Because the Shinkansen high speed train was down for the time being, Mizumoto helped by arranging shared-taxis for people who needed to use Akita airport.

Because Mizumoto had created a relationship of trust with his customers, “I was able to be of help to people in a time of crisis.” He created Sundance to be a “friendly, neighborhood place where a person can casually come even by themselves and have drink,” and before long it became a foreigner gathering place for Morioka residents.

“I want make everyone proud that we have a restaurant like this in Morioka, and I want to make it a restaurant that people think of as their favorite pub in the world.” That message surely resonates in the hearts of all the foreign residents that gather in Mizumoto’s Sundance Pub.
The Honorary Consulate of the Republic of the Philippines

Linking Others Together

The Honorary Consulate of the Republic of the Philippines in Morioka was the only office of its kind in all of Tohoku, and it closed in June of this year. We asked consul Masahiro Murayama and assistant Rose Aguida Oyzon Apelo about the consulate’s five and a half years of international exchange since January 2006.

Along with coordinating Japan-Philippines international exchange and networking among Filipino residents, the consulate focused on providing passport renewals and certifications, translations, and authorizations regarding marriage and birth for Filipinos living in the six-prefecture Tohoku region. There are around 900 Philippines citizens living within Iwate Prefecture. There are many women who have married into farming or fishing families, have had children, and are living as residents in many different regions. They need documents like certifications of marriage, birth, and home visits. Before they would have had to travel all the way to the embassy in Tokyo for these procedures, but once the Tohoku office was created, they could fill out their paperwork in Morioka. This was particularly convenient for those living in Tohoku - and much cheaper.

With the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami, there were many cases of Filipinas losing their passports along with their household belongings, and the consulate was packed with inquiries and consultations in the days following the disaster. “I performed consular duties along with translations. But I was busiest after the quake, with many people telling me their passports were washed away but that they wanted to go home to the Philippines to let their families know they were safe. We have a record of the addresses and pictures of contacted Filipina residents on computer file from the past five and a half years, so we were able to confirm their identities. Therefore we were able to issue a one-time-only travel document to be used in place of a passport. I’m so happy we could be of help,” says Apelo as she reflects on her last work duties.

Every year in June, the consulate would celebrate the Philippine Independence Day with a party held in Morioka. This encouraged international exchange using Philippine songs, dances, and cooking, and strengthened ties between Filipinas residing in the prefecture. “There are not many chances for Filipina residents to gather because they have their own families and jobs to worry about. But here they could speak to each other in their native language, and their husbands also had a chance to meet each other. I’d love for these types of parties to continue in order to create these opportunities,” says Murayama, hoping for more grassroots exchange between Japan and the Philippines.

Rose Aguida Oyzon Apelo

After graduating from the University of the Philippines, she interned at the Embassy of Japan in the Philippines and then came to Japan as the assistant of the honorary consul. “I had been to the Kansai region when I did a foreign exchange program. I spent my late 20s in Morioka. The food is great, and I love the people.”

Masahiro Murayama

The Representative Director of the Ginga International Corporation. He accepted the position of honorary consul from his good friend, former Philippines Secretary of Foreign Affairs Blas Ople. Murayama had run the consulate with his personal fortune on account of the position being unpaid. He was forced to close the consulate due the effects of disaster on his primary business and the wishes of the Philippine Embassy. “It’s regrettable because there is demand for a consulate.”
Summary of the Great East Japan Earthquake and Tsunami Affected Area Workshop Report

At the Conference of Iwate International Associations held on May 26, 2011, we received reports from international associations and Japanese conversation classes about the damage and reconstruction efforts of the affected regions. Here we will share the current situation of foreign residents and international exchange.

**Report: Oceans Miyako International Club**

**Representative: Masato Sasaki**

We restarted our Japanese language class on April 14. We do things like play Karuta card games using Miyako dialect, but the night roads have gotten scary for people walking alone since the disaster, and many foreigners have been absent from class. They say they could not do anything to help even when asked by Japanese. There are even foreigners who were swept away along with their houses by the tsunami. There needs to be in investigation into whether the deceased merely couldn’t understand the warnings, or whether they didn’t know where they could escape to.

There are also foreigners who have come to help out. They soothe people’s fears just by being here. They may be able to heal our hearts precisely because they have nothing attaching them to the area yet they come anyway.

**Report: Kamaishi International Association**

**Director: Naoko Kato**

Kamaishi, a port city, has historically welcomed foreigners. Filipino sailors who took emergency port after the tsunami were not able to communicate because of the language barrier, but they helped the Japanese in town and the Japanese gave them rice balls. There are also foreign residents who have married Japanese and taken Japanese names, so there is no way to tell who in the shelters is foreign just from the name list. Then we even have foreigners who see themselves as Japanese because they have worked so hard to integrate into their local society.

I think that foreigners and Japanese are the same. After all, isn’t this what an international society is all about?

At the city’s Disaster Countermeasures Headquarters, I met former ALTs Jeffrey and Joshua by chance. When I asked them why they were here, they told me they hurried here from Kanagawa Prefecture, and they stayed in Kamaishi for some time volunteering. These are the bonds we have been able to create.

**Report: Former Rikuzentakata International Association**

**Japanese Language Teacher: Kayoko Owada**

The participants of the Rikuzentakata Japanese Language Class are foreigners who have come to Japan through marriage. I have heard comments from foreigners saying that they were hurt by thoughtless words aimed at them while in evacuation shelters.

There are people who have lost their jobs, people who have lost their children, people who cannot sleep because they have seen the dead bodies of their relatives. These women have roots in our region, and they will remain here.

The mass media is calling the remains of swept-away homes “debris,” but we know it is not simple debris. It is the proof that we lived here.

By chance I met a foreigner who invited me to a BBQ on April 23. We struggled to find a facility that was not already being used by evacuation shelters or emergency supply storage. On the day of the BBQ, we went around to all the shelters and picked up everyone. I think the foreign residents realized there were Japanese who were worried about them and cared about them.

These three people are currently working together with the Iwate International Association as “Consultants for Foreigners in Affected Areas,” performing duties such as counseling foreign residents and distributing support information.
Iwate International Association

Report on Business Activities for Fiscal Year 2010

The Association, whilst preparing for making the transition to a public service foundation under the public service corporation system, has, together with the support it has received from its supporting members and contributors in this difficult financial situation, strived to reduce expenses and carry out its business effectively. With everyone's cooperation, including related organizations, groups and supporters, etc., the Association coordinated activities on international exchange, international cooperation, and multicultural harmony based on the three pillars that are this association's basic principles - "Promotion of International Understanding and Fostering of Global Citizens who will Lead the Next Generation", "Building an Environment for, and Promotion of Internationalization at a Regional Level", and "Support for Foreigners" Self-Independence and Promotion of a Symbiotic Relationship".

Particularly amongst those activities was our event "One World Festa in Iwate", which received a large number of visitors with the help and cooperation of international exchange groups, foreigners residing in Iwate, and other volunteers. Also, we received high appraisal from the participants of the "Iwate Glocal College", which was established this year. Furthermore, together with responding to various consultations from foreigners, we advanced the training, registration, and use of Japanese Supporters and Multilingual Supporters, and purposefully continued our work towards the formation of a multicultural society.

However, though the Association does what it can for the victims of the disaster that occurred on the March 11, 2011, we unavoidably have had to cancel or make changes to a portion of our original plans.

Reception and Use of Donations and Supporting Membership Fees for Fiscal Year 2010

The amount received in donations and supporting membership fees during the fiscal year 2010 and their respective use is as below. We would like to express our gratitude for your kindness and consideration.

1. Total amount received 1,408,000yen
   Donations 92,000yen
   (comprising of 3 donations to basic assets totaling 90,000yen, and 1 general donation of 2,000yen)
   Supporting Membership Fees 1,316,000yen
   (473 people, 68 groups)

2. Use
   (1) Amount put towards basic assets 90,000yen
      (Following the intended usage indicated of the donations, the Association has added this money to their basic assets and will use it for future activities.)
   (2) Application towards services for the public interests 1,318,000yen
      (This was used for a portion of the expenses from the public services run in 2010 such as publication of the newsletter, "Jien go", the foreigner consultation service, Iwate Glocal College, One World Festa event, "Chatland", international exchange groups operation subsidies, etc.)

Statement of Changes in Net Assets for the Fiscal Year 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Prior Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Increase/ Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I Changes in Net Assets (General)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Ordinary Fluctuations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Ordinary income</td>
<td>63,818</td>
<td>87,519</td>
<td>△23,701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain on basic assets</td>
<td>14,579</td>
<td>20,820</td>
<td>△6,240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain on investment in special assets</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>1,940</td>
<td>△1,053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership fees received</td>
<td>1,316</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Revenue</td>
<td>20,230</td>
<td>25,673</td>
<td>△5,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grants received</td>
<td>26,404</td>
<td>30,800</td>
<td>△4,395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contributions received</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>△19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donations Received</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>△38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous Revenues</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain on valuation of investments securities</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6,740</td>
<td>△6,740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Ordinary Expenses</td>
<td>68,941</td>
<td>78,024</td>
<td>△9,083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation expenses</td>
<td>36,367</td>
<td>48,936</td>
<td>△12,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration Costs</td>
<td>32,574</td>
<td>29,088</td>
<td>3,486</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total changes during the period △5,123 9,494 △14,617

II Changes in Net Assets (Specified)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Current Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Prior Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Increase/ Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Donations Received</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>△60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain on basic assets</td>
<td>70,342</td>
<td>20,820</td>
<td>49,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss on valuation of basic assets</td>
<td>51,047</td>
<td>17,460</td>
<td>33,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer amount to general net assets</td>
<td>△69,164</td>
<td>△20,820</td>
<td>△48,344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total changes in specified net assets for the period △49,780 △17,310 △32,470

Specified net assets at the beginning of the period 1,027,421 1,044,731 △17,310

Specified net assets at the end of the period 977,641 1,027,421 △49,780

III Net assets at the end of the period 1,069,389 1,071,716 △2,327
Request for Donations
The International Association runs many international exchange and cooperation events so that the people of iwate can catch a glimpse of the world around them and so that foreign residents of iwate can live a comfortable life. From a private sector perspective, we strive to make our events even better as we contribute to the development and vitalization of the region using international exchange and cooperation. Please support our financial solvency so that we can continue the Association’s activities progressively for the long term. ※Donations to the Association will be counted as tax deductible expenses and deductions for donations.

We have received a charitable donation of a Niue language dictionary that was translated and edited by Mr. Masumi Endo (Morioka), whose research of Niue is his life’s work.

“East Asia” - A member of our Ethnic Restaurant Map (Ofunato-shi, Sakari-cho, Uchinome 12-4)

They introduced us to the Saori- Knit Wristbands used as the questionnaire present “The tsunami washed logs, metal barrels, and all sorts of muck into the restaurant. It was difficult to determine what were our products and what was swept in by the water. We had customers help us so we were able to serve food again by the middle of May.” (Owner: Emi Kumagai)

International Exchange Center
(5F Aiina Citizen’s Cultural Center)
■ Open: Everyday ■ Hours: 9:00-21:30 ■ Closed: During the year-end holidays
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Editors’ Notes
■ Victor said that he loves Japan so much he wants to stay here forever. He is a good young man who values his bonds with those around him. (Hi)
■ Our interview was over two hours long even during this busy period. I was surprised by how much they had to say but I knew this was a very important opportunity (Mori)
■ I was excited to meet these people, and moved by our talks. It’s like we discovered a jewel that cannot be seen with eyes, that cannot be touched by hands. (non)
■ The reconstruction of the affected region is being estimated to take around a decade. Even so, in only a few months, the day of the disaster has started to feel farther and farther away. It’s actually more difficult to keep focusing on it. We need to listen to each other, we need to write this all down. (S)
■ It has been a half a year since that day. A scorching summer gently gives way to the fall harvest. It’s the season of the sanma fish, which I love. Let’s eat plenty of sanma from the Sanriku Coast this year. Let’s keep it simple, and do what we can in our every day lives. (Hao)
■ I want to keep talking about the disaster and the International Association in the present tense and progressing on. This is the first year in five years that we are issuing two Annual Organ. Our next issue will be in March of next year. We plan on making it a special issue about foreigners who help with the reconstruction. (Mi)